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Blessings from the Tinkers Lair, of KF6OBI! – The last part of the month of October brought us a few surprises. The big one
being the storms that dropped much needed rain on us. Most areas have exceeded the total rain fall for all of last year. Here
at the QTH over 4 inches of rain was recorded and up on Saint John we recorded over 2 inches of rain. These figures a the
minimum as the high winds, well over 40 MPH can mess with the rain gauges. The high wind up on Saint John was 76 MHP
and here at the QTH the wind peeked out at 43 MPH.
Then the Cycle 25 surprise, the new updated Space Weather forecasting is indicating that this cycle maybe advancing faster
than the previous forecasting. So watch the opening of all the radio bands for new and exciting activity.
The weatherization project for the Saint John repeater site was completed on the 14 th of October. And just in time for the
unexpected weather events of the10 days following. See two pictures of the completed project elsewhere in this newsletter.
During the trip to the radio vault we experienced a working temperature of 49 degrees and a wind of 26 MPH. It was a brisk
morning. While there the Wide Area Network switch was replaced as the one in service was having firmware/software issues.
Also installed relays on the DC power to the switch and router so they can be power cycled remotely from Stream IT
headquarters in case there is an issue where the switch or router need to be reset. The GMRS repeater was reinstalled and
placed back in service. The Rigrunner, which was on line, was tested and found to be working within specifications. Some
other site maintenance was preformed and the site is ready for the winter season.
As the weather is now unpredictable it is unknown just when the next trip to the site will be. With significant rain the road to
the site will be a muddy mess and in places not safe to pass. The next project is to install the coax feed entry flanges and
boots and then install all new coax feeds from the antennas through these boots to the new lightening arrestors panels now
being designed and built. Another part of this project will also be the updating of the lightening and RF ground system.
Looking ahead there is still much work to accomplish.
As the weather station has experienced freeze ups due to snow and icing we may need to replace the anemometer with the
newer Sonic Anemometer style. More research is needed and being conducted on this item. We are also looking at adding
the rain collector heater assemble for more accurate rain and snow melt data. However this will add a current drain on the 12
DC battery bank during the winter months when the solar charging input it at a lower rate. Humm… any and all thoughts and
ideas are welcome.
Please take the time to inspect your antenna systems before the weather changes and we get more server storms. I can
personally attest to this as I almost lost the new HF vertical antenna due to softening ground, high 40plus MPH wind with
driving rain conditions. The heavy Military push-up mast takes the base of the antenna to a height of about 37 feet then the
antenna itself is another 24 feet. The ground stakes were driven 2 feet into the ground and one of them started to pull out.
Well you can imagine what was about to happen. A longer back up stake was installed in on this guy stake and it was good
that this was done as the main stake came out of the ground about a foot. The complete system is still standing and we wait
for better weather to redo the installation with much longer stakes.
As always be mindful when installing and working with antenna structures. The life and equipment you save may be
your own!

Reminder: It is that time once again for the annual dues payments ($20 individual, $30 family).
ANNOUNCEMENT: During the November membership meeting we will be finalizing the GARS 10 th Anniversary and
Christmas get together. Tentative plans are to hold this get together on the 12 th of December at the Luthern
Fellowship Hall, starting at 2pm and will run till around 5pm. Please come to the November membership meeting
and give your input.

This months membership meeting will be on the second Friday, the 12 th of November, at the Artois Lutheran Fellowship Hall
at 6:30pm. Late arrivals and guests are always welcome. Also remember that one does not have to be a member of the club
to participate in our membership meetings and activities. Be safe in all you do and may you all have many blessings in the
Summer days ahead!

Mike Ellithorpe, KF6OBI/WRHY416
President, GARS
kilofox6obi@yandex.com or kj6hcg@gmail.com
530-518-3730
Glenn Amateur Radio Society, P.O. Box 212, Willows, CA 95988

As Cycle 25 ramps up let us take a refresher on propagation and how outside sources, Space Weather, effect radio
waves. We will be doing this over the next few months.

HF Propagation: Ionospheric Radio Propagation Part-1
Ionospheric propagation is one of the key modes of propagation used in the MF and HF bands enabling
distances of thousands of kilometers to be reached. From <https://www.electronics-notes.com>
Ionospheric propagation is the main mode of radio propagation used in the MF and HF portions of the radio spectrum. The basic concepts
behind HF propagation using the ionosphere are easy to understand, and a study of it is not only fascinating, but also very useful for
anyone involved in HF radio communications in any way.
Using HF ionospheric radio propagation, it is possible to hear and talk to other stations around the globe, but a knowledge of the modes of
propagation and the ways they vary means that the right times can be chosen for the best results.

HF ionospheric propagation applications
Using HF propagation via the ionosphere, radio signals can be heard around the globe – it was this form of communication that first
opened up many global links to inaccessible regions, and also enabled international broadcasting.
HF propagation using the ionosphere was also used for maritime two way radio communications, although they now utilize satellite
communications. HF radio is also used for broadcasting, a backup for aircraft as well as for a variety of other forms of point to point radio
communications, including for the military.
Although HF radio communications is not as widely used as it once was, it is nevertheless still important. Radio amateurs or radio hams
also make widespread use of HF propagation via the ionosphere, often establishing radio communications with distant points on the globe
with low powers and modest antenna systems.

HF propagation & sky-waves
When using HF propagation via the ionosphere, the radio signals leave the transmitting radio antenna on Earth's surface and travel
towards the ionosphere where some of these are returned to Earth.
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The radio signals traveling away from the Earth’s
surface are termed sky waves for obvious reasons. If
they are returned to Earth, then the ionosphere may
(very simply) be viewed as a vast reflecting surface
encompassing the Earth that enables signals to travel
over much greater distances than would otherwise be
possible.

Naturally this is a great over simplification because the frequency, time of day and many other parameters govern the reflection, or more
correctly the refraction of signals back to Earth.

HF propagation & ionospheric regions
Within the ionosphere there levels of ionization that affect the radio waves varies. There are some areas where the levels of
ionization are higher than others. As a result it is commonly stated that there are several layers within the ionosphere. More
correctly there are a number of regions, as the level of ionization does not reduce to zero, but instead there are several
ionization peaks.
The main regions are detailed below:
•

•

•

D region: When a sky wave leaves the Earth's surface and travels upwards, the first region of interest that it
reaches in the ionosphere is called the D region. This region attenuates the signals as they pass through. The level
of attenuation depends on the frequency. Low frequencies are attenuated more than higher ones.
E region: Once the signals have passed through the D region, they reach the E region. Although there is still a little
attenuation of the signals, this region reflects, or more correctly refracts signals, sometimes sufficiently to return
them back to earth. The level of refraction reduces with frequency and therefore higher frequency signals may pass
through this region and on to the next region. The E region is of great importance for HF propagation at the lower
end of the HF spectrum and even the MF spectrum.
F region: The F region or layer is the one that enables HF propagation to provide worldwide communications.
Signals that manage to pass through the D and E regions will reach the F region. Again this acts to refract signals
and they can be returned to Earth. During the day this region often splits into two, known as the F1 and F2 regions.

HF propagation skip distance and skip zone
When signals travel towards the ionosphere and away from the Earth' surface, they are know as sky waves for obvious
reasons. As they travel away from the Earth's surface towards the ionosphere, they virtually only attenuated as a result of the
distances they travel until they reach the ionosphere.
However the signals propagating close to the ground do suffer some levels of attenuation dependent upon the frequency of
the transmission. The are soon attenuated to the point where they cannot be heard. At a greater distance the signals can
then be heard again once they have been reflected, or more correctly refracted back to Earth.
When using HF propagation, it is often convenient to define some of the distances involved.
•

•

Skip distance: The skip distance for a signal using HF propagation via the ionosphere is the distance on the
Earth's surface between the point where radio signals from a transmitter, transmitted to the ionosphere and refracted
downwards by the ionosphere, to the point where they return to earth and are received.
Skip zone: When signals are transmitted in the HF portion of the spectrum they will only extend for a small radius
around the transmitter via the ground wave. Beyond this they are not audible until the sky-wave is returned to earth.
The skip zone or silent zone is a region where a radio transmission can not be received. The zone is located
between regions covered by the ground wave and where the sky-wave first returns to earth.

HF propagation & frequency selection
One of the key aspects of HF propagation is to use the right frequency. It may be possible for propagation to enable
communications to exist with one area but not another.
Because the higher frequency signals can pass through the lower regions, signals on different frequencies will travel different
distances. When using HF propagation via the ionosphere. As the higher frequencies tend to be reflected by higher regions,
these are able to reach much greater distances as a result of the geometry.
There are a few definitions that are used within HF propagation circles:
•
•
•

Lowest Usable Frequency, LUF: The LUF is the lowest frequency at which the received field intensity is sufficient
to provide the required signal-to-noise ratio at a specific time of day.
Maximum usable Frequency MUF: The MUF is the highest signal frequency that can be used for transmission
between two points via reflection from the ionosphere at a given time.
Critical Frequency: The critical frequency for a given layer or region in the ionosphere is the highest frequency at
which a signal traveling vertically upwards is reflected back to ground. This gives a good indication of the state of the
ionosphere.

•

Optimum Working Frequency: The optimum working frequency is the highest effective frequency that is predicted
to be usable for a specified path and time of day for 90% of the days of the month.

Ionospheric reflection by D, E & F layers

Multiple reflections
Whilst it is possible to reach considerable
distances using the F region as already
described, on its own this does not explain the
fact that radio signals are regularly heard from
opposite sides of the globe using HF
propagation with the ionosphere.
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This occurs because the signals are able to
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undergo several "reflections". Once the
signals are returned to earth from the
ionosphere, they can be reflected back upwards by the earth's surface, and again they are able to undergo another
"reflection" by the ionosphere. Naturally the signal is reduced in strength at each "reflection", and it is also found that different
areas of the Earth reflect radio signals differently.
As might be anticipated the surface of the sea is a very good reflector, whereas desert areas are very poor. This means that
signals that are "reflected" back to the ionosphere by the Pacific or Atlantic oceans will be stronger than those that use the
Sahara desert or the red center of Australia.
HF propagation with multiple ionospheric
reflections
In reality, the state of the ionosphere is not as
clean and clinical as we might like, and there
are many ways in which signals can be
reflected multiple times achieve very long
distances, sometimes being reflected on to
another reflection by the ionosphere.
Sometimes they may be ducted between the
layers or regions.
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Radio propagation & signal losses
It is not just the Earth's surface and the reflections that introduce losses into the signal path. In fact the major cause of loss is
the D region, even for frequencies high up into the HF portion of the spectrum.
One of the reasons for this is that the signal has to pass through the D region twice for every reflection by the ionosphere.
This means that to get the best signal strengths it is necessary signal paths enable the minimum number of hops to be used.
This is generally achieved using frequencies close to the maximum frequencies that can support communications using
ionospheric propagation, and thereby using the highest regions in the ionosphere.
In addition to this the level of attenuation introduced by the D region is also reduced. This means that a radio signal on 20
MHz for example will be stronger than one on 10 MHz if propagation can be supported at both frequencies. This can be a key
factor when trying to establish two way radio communications.

The Sun and HF propagation
The ionization in the ionosphere is chiefly caused by radiation from the Sun. As a result the state of the Sun and the radiation
received from it governs the state of the ionosphere and HF propagation.
There are several key topics concerning the Sun and the radiation received from it.
•

The Sun: The Sun is a fascinating star – discovering all about it is fascinating it is own right. Despite this, our Sun is
the main source of radiation that creates the ionosphere.

•

Sunspots & sunspot cycle: Sunspots are areas on the surface of the Sun that are a little cooler than the
surrounding areas. Their presence leads to higher levels of radiation being emitted and therefore this affects HF
propagation.

Sunspots have been recognized in the surface of the Sun for very many years, and their affect of radio propagation
was noted once the way in which signals traveled over long distances started to be understood. It was found that
there was a correlation between sunspots and the conditions for HF radio propagation and radio communications.
•

Solar disturbances: From time to time, massive disturbances occur on the surface of the Sun. Solar flares, and
coronal mass ejections, CMEs also give rise to increased levels of radiation which in turn affects HF propagation.
Smaller increases in radiation level can improve the HF radio conditions, but as they increase, it can even lead to a
radio blackout on HF.
Visible signs of solar disturbances can be visible auroras at the poles. For large solar disturbances, ionization levels
at the poles increase significantly and can allow some specialist propagation modes at VHF allowing radio
communications to be established at these frequencies. Here stations point their antennas northwards and
reflections can often be heard over reasonably long distances.

•

Sudden Ionospheric Disturbance, SID: The Sudden Ionospheric Disturbance is normally the result of a coronal
mass ejection. A CME has a major effect on HF propagation conditions.

HF propagation using the ionosphere is still a widely used as a form of radio communications. While not as reliable as
satellite communications, it is not nearly as expensive, and can provide a useful back-up in case the satellite communications
fail. HF propagation is also widely used for broadcasting, military and many other organizations requiring long distance
communications. HF propagation is also widely used by radio amateurs who are able to communicate across the globe.
Under some circumstances it is possible to use low power levels and simple antennas to establish radio communications
over long distances. As a result HF propagation using the ionosphere is likely to remain in use indefinitely as a form of radio
communications technology. Part-2, next month

Saint John communications site after the completion of weatherization project on 14 Oct 2021. This
project was completed just in time. In the following weeks after completion we experienced our first
major storm events of the year. Now we are ready for wind, rain, snow, and ice; knowing our radio
equipment will be protected.

GMRS news: The Saint John 700 repeater is now in service. GMRS System Details , as of 29October2021
This repeater is part of the North Valley GMRS Network and covers the greater North Valley area North of Sacramento,
South of Redding, the Serrias, over to the Coastal range.

About the “NORTH Valley GMRS Network”
A few individules got together and formed the North Valley GMRS network of repeaters. Most of these are on .700, however
there are a few "one-off" repeaters strategically placed. Our network of repeaters covers from Vacaville to north of Chico…
from the Sierra's to the Coastal Range. The various sites can be found under the network name "North Valley GMRS."
Our repeater system is a closed system, primarily constructed for emergency and personal communications, but anyone who
wishes to use the system may contact us and obtain permission.
To request access and obtain permission or make inquiries, please send an email to nvgmrs@gmail.com or email
wrhy416@gmail.com -- you may also visit https://www.facebook.com/groups/nvgmrs
Thank You.
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